Two Divided by Love

By: Erin & Scot Byars, 2140 Byron Road, Sacramento, CA 95825 916-482-9503 byars@surewest.net

Record: “Two Divided by Love” by The Grass Roots
CD/“Golden Legends: The Grass Roots” Madacy Entertainment ASIN: B000UWUL70
Legally downloadable from www.amazon.com and others

Footwork: Opposite throughout (woman in parentheses)
Speed +5% = 2:45

Phase: Two-step Roundalab Phase II
Sequence: Intro A bridge B A bridge B A C A A End

INTRO
(BFLY WALL) WAIT 2 MEAS; ; SIDE TWO STEP LEFT; AND RIGHT; (BFLY WALL)

PART A
(BFLY WALL) FACE TO FACE; BACK TO BACK TO OPEN; (OP LOD) VINE APART; VINE TOGETHER;

PART B
(SCP LOD) DOUBLE HITCH; ; SSCOOT 4; WALK, FACE; (CP WALL)

(CP WALL) TRAVELING BOX; ; ; (SCP LOD)

(SCP LOD) TWO FORWARD TWO STEPS; ; QUICK ROCK THE BOAT TWICE TO BFLY; (BFLY WALL)

9 Fwd L, cl R, fwd L, - ; fwd R, cl L, fwd R, - ;
10 Fwd L with knee stiff bending fwd at waist, cl R bending knee and straightening torso,
   fwd L with knee stiff bending fwd at waist, cl R bending knee and straightening torso blending to BFLY WALL;
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PART C

(CP WALL) LEFT TURNING BOX; ; ; (CP WALL)
1-2    Sd L, cl R, fwd L trnng 1/4 RF to CP LOD, - ; sd R, cl L, bk R trnng 1/4 RF to CP COH, - ;
3-4    Sd L, cl R, fwd L trnng 1/4 RF to CP RLOD, - ; sd R, cl L, bk R trnng 1/4 RF to CP WALL, - ;

(CP WALL) SCISSOR SCAR; SCISSOR BJO; (BJO LOD) FWD, LOCK, FWD, LOCK; WALK, 2 TO BFLY;
5-6    Sd L, cl R, XLIF (W XRIB), - ; sd R, cl L, XRIF (W XLIB) to BJO LOD, - ;
7-8    Fwd L, lock R IB (W lock L IF), fwd L, lock R IB (W lock L IF); fwd L, - , fwd R turning to BFLY WALL, - ;

(BFLY WALL) VINE 8; ;
9-10   Sd L, XRB, sd L, RIF; sd L, XRB, sd L, XRIF;

END

(BFLY WALL) FACE TO FACE; BACK TO BACK; APART, POINT;
1-2    Repeat Part A Measure 1-2 to BFLY WALL; ;
3      Apart L, - , point R, - ;
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Phase 2 Twostep
Choreographer: Erin & Scot Byars
Music: The Grass Roots “Two Divided by Love”
Golden Legends: The Grass Roots
Speed up 5%
Released: August 18, 2014

Intro A bridge B A bridge B A C A A A End

Intro BFLY WALL Wait 2 meas; ; side two step left; and right;

Part A Face to face; back to back to OP; vine apart; vine together;
(Lace Up) Lace across two step; forward two step;
Lace back two step; forward two step to BFLY;

Bridge Basketball turn; to SCP;

Part B Double hitch; ; scoot 4; walk, to CP WALL; traveling box; ; ;
Two forward two steps; ; quick rock the boat twice; to BFLY

Part A Face to face; back to back to OP; vine apart; vine together;
(Lace Up) Lace across two step; forward two step;
Lace back two step; forward two step to BFLY;

Bridge Basketball turn; to SCP;

Part B Double hitch; ; scoot 4; walk, CP WALL; traveling box; ; ;
Two forward two steps; ; quick rock the boat twice; to BFLY

Part A Face to face; back to back to OP; vine apart; vine together;
(Lace Up) Lace across two step; forward two step;
Lace back two step; forward two step to CP WALL;

Part C Left turning box; ; ; scissor to SCAR; scissor to BJO;
Forward, lock, forward, lock; walk, 2 to BFLY; vine 8; ;

Part A Face to face; back to back to OP; vine apart; vine together;
(Lace Up) Lace across two step; forward two step;
Lace back two step; forward two step to BFLY;

Part A Face to face; back to back to OP; vine apart; vine together;
(Lace Up) Lace across two step; forward two step;
Lace back two step; forward two step to BFLY;

End Face to face; back to back; apart, point;